
2022 - 23 Season Tryouts

1. Marian players will be on the ice with an age appropriate team/group  implementing on

ice drills to all skaters on the ice.

a. Designated “Bench Coaches” from the on ice age groups level that are this

season's potential coaches will fill out evaluation forms and comments.

b. These evaluation forms would be passed along to this age groups evaluators

(which would be the next age level up potential season coaches)

c. At no point would any parent coach be in the room with the evaluators discussing

their child's age group evaluations as a best practice so that no questions arise

regarding favoritism or any other equivalent questions/issue.

d. Delegated lists (ex: top 20) would be established from these closed door

sessions, and have continuation until every child has completed tryouts.

e. Keep the same policy that if you made an “A team tryout” you are automatically

on the B team, but still expected to participate in the on-ice skates so that

Coaches can see you compete with peer equivalent potential teammates on ice

at evals.

2. Off-ice evaluators would consist of potential season coaches of the next level age group.

Ex: Bantam age Coaches off-ice evaluate the Peewee age group skaters, and so on.

a. These selected off-ice evaluators would meet to discuss and carry out

conversations about their evaluations and rankings to determine designated

groups from their data (Ex: top 17-20 being designated for an A team tryout) and

would take place in a closed door setting.

b. Continuation of Evaluations once teams ranked tryouts occur to provide

rankings/feedback to the potential designated Coach of (ex: A Team) and would

take place in a closed door session. Only to provide conversational feedback to

the Coach of that team if he/she is on the fence regarding a specific player. Final

decision is still that of the designated Head Coach of said team.

i. This would continue for A/B/C level teams.

c. High School Coaches would be asked to evaluate the Bantam age group so that

this process could continue as age appropriate. Same processes above.

3. Evaluators would remain the same over the course of the two day on-ice evaluations for



both “groups” of skaters. (Ex : Eval Group 1 / Eval Group 2)

a. Commitment would be key for consistency and discussed with Coaches asked to

take this role during this season's evaluation process.

4. Goalies - goalies will be evaluated at a predetermined Goalie Only evaluation, in addition

to age group appropriate evaluations. All Goalies shall attend all evaluation skaters groups.

(Ex: 10U Coed/ aka “Squirts” evaluation Group & and Group 2) which will allow for

scrimmage evaluation of the goalies. Goalie evaluators will be required to attend the age

group evaluations in addition to Goalie Evaluations for scoring purposes.

a. The top 2 goalies from each goalie evaluation will be invited to attend the

designated “A Team Tryout” for their age group.



Same Household / Sibling Declaration:

For the 2022-23 season we are requiring any same household / sibling families that have
children trying out at the same age division to declare if their children are a package deal (ex:
same team together no matter what they make) or evaluating as individuals (ex: A team offer to
one sibling only). This declaration will be in writing prior to tryouts/evaluations to ease in team
offerings, and eliminate the wait that can take place. This will create a fluid system for offering
team spots. Remember that it is FDLBLC protocol to only have siblings/same household players
play down when operating as a package deal, and never have the other sibling play up.


